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1 Intr0duction 

Recently， the E821 group_l_reported their 

measurement result for the anomalous magnetic 

moment of the muon as 

： ： 11 659 202(14)(6)× 10一-”．(1) 

In the Standard Model(SM )·the anomalous mag 

netic moment，d ，is estimated to be r!： 

d = 116 591 597(67)× l0一l】， (2) 

where the error is main]y from the hadronic contri 

bution the magnitude of which is stil【under de 

bates．From these results one obtailis present devi 

ation from SM 

= d — d 一 (4 3± 1．6)× l0‘“ (3) 

If this discrepancy is confirmed it wilI give a hi rlt of 

new physics．There have been many works for ex— 

plaining this discrepancy along different directions 

In particular，supersymmetric loop effects and ra— 

diative mass mechanism have been reviewed in Ref． 

[2]．The reason of the deviation has lso been 

probed in technicolor models㈨ ．preonic models： 

and other new physics．In Ref．5C ．the deviation 

is attributed to the presence of heavy exotic col o re{[ 

Lepton and extra Z—boson states arising in a preonic 

model and essentially the bound state description of 

1epton is not touched io their calculations． The 

constraint from the anomalous magnetic moments 

of leptons on possible substructure of]eptons has 

been analyzed in terms of general formalism for de— 

scribing a bound state in early 8O’s_5l ．In the non— 

relativistic theory of bound state，where the bind— 

ing energy and the inverse radius R一。are much 

smaller than the mass of the bound state，the mag 

Detie moment of the bound state js the vectorial 

su ill of the magnetic moments of the constituents． 

This would contradicts the precise experimental 

data for n r u is such a bound state[ ．It has been 

shown that this is flOt the case for the relativistic 

hound state In this paper．we wi_]consider the 

1heoreticat im plication of the E87．1 new result in a 

omposite model of lepton， based on the bound 

state description of muon and the genera]relativis— 

I c covariant quantum field theory W e generalize 

【be previous investigations to higher orders in 口 

and i ncluding both the heavy and light constituent 

lsen． W e sbaIl repeat sonic previous derivations l『1 
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order to make the paper self contained For the 

sake of simplicity we calculate the anomalous mag 

netlc moment of a muon in a simple composite 

model in which the lepton is assumed to he a hound 

state composed of a fermion and a scalar boson 

W e show that the deviation，3a ，call he a signal 

for compositeness of muon and poses a constraint 

ON the charge radius of m uon (and the masses of 

constituents if constituents are heavy) 

2 M atrix Element of Electric Cur— 

rent of Composite Particle at the 

Lowest 0rder in a 

For simplicity，we assume that the lepton is 

the hound state composed of a charged fermion and 

a neutral scalar boson which we shal1 a【so cal1 as 

preons for convenience． W e shall confine us in this 

article to the relativistic tightly hounded states 

with R 》 Ⅲl and R mF， where R is the 

charge radius of the composite lepton and F is the 

mass of the charged fermionic preon．W e shaII con 

sider two cases． In the ease A ，the mass is of 

the sam e order as R and m uch heavier than m ． 

1n the case B， F and l are both much smaller 

than R～ ． In this case，if the force between the 

preons is some confining gauge interaction，there 

may be an approximate global chiral symmet ry 

which naturally results in the small lepton mass 

r． Essentially R is also the confinement scale of 

r (PIq)=(P+号， LJo(。)l尸一号 

+号， [， +导 

the gauge mteraction． 

The general Lorentz and space inversion in— 

variant Bethe—Salpeter(B—S) wave function for a 

composite lepton com posed of a fermionic and a 

scalar preon is 

c 一p 。17。 专 j)IP,s 
= (， +嚣，2) (P)， (4) 

where 0 and are fields of the fermion and bosonic 

preon respectively， 一 P ·y， P = Pl+ P2 is the 

momentum of lepton，P= (mDpl— FP2)／(mB+ 

， )is the relative momentum between preons， B 

and ，”F are the masses of the bosonic preon and 

fermionic preon respectively．The two cases men。 

tioned above are：A． = o(R )》  1．B． Fm1 

《 R ．In Eq． (4)the constant M with mass di— 

mension is introduced for convenience，， 一f (P· 

P，P )；f．(P，p)，(f=1，2)，are real functions cot。 

responding to the S wave state，and “ (P )is the 

Dirac spinor with spin com ponent s = s． It is 

stra ghtforward to derive from invariance under 

space-time inversion that the B—S wave function for 

a lepton final state is 

(p)一 (P)(，．+ )． (5) 
The simplest diagram for the lowest order 

elect ro magnetic interaction of composite lepton is 

l1_ustrated in Fig． 1． The corresponding hound 

state mat rix element is(i m 

号 一 ㈡ 
一  

m 一号 ， 
(6) 

where q is the momentum of photon， 

= fd
．p一号，矗 詈J， ，．一f,．1 P 号， +詈 for =1，2， 

and △ is the propagator of the scalar preon． 

Using the Dirac equation，it is easy,to obtain by a straightforward calculation 

掣 一 ，。。号 ( 一 i⋯y ( 叫，一号)， (7) 

一 P 2  

，  

q  

旦 
蚪 ～ 

．  

．  

M 

+ 

r  

～ ，  

M 

_1 
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where z)一 s + 27"
一  + 一≤ 一妥 +! qZ 一 番s?· (s 

z)一等 + s，一 一 一 赤v z， 

In Eqs ‘8) and ‘9) the Lorentz invarlant 

functions S etc are defined by and 

M  。 一 

S 一 -- t J d'kf,f 、， 

Sa一 j d'kGf ．̈- 
--

丽t J d 4kAf 一V eP,+ - 

丽--i j d'kGf 一V：eP ， 

丽--t J d4kJ~af2A 
— TePP P 十 7’ q q + 7 a ．． (10) 

Fig．1 The Iowes【order diagram o【the electro—m agnet：c m — 

teraetlon of a composite lepton in the composite model 

of leptons． The solid (dashed) line represents the 

fermionic (bosonic) preon and the wa、 line repre· 

Ne~tN the photon 

The left sides of the last two formulae in Eq． (10) 

is even in q，hence there is no the te rms linear in q 

in the right sides of them． 

It follows from Eq． (8)that the norma[ization 

condition of electric charge is 

5l(0)+ 2 
2

T(0)一 面2m r 
l，(。)一 

M  aTH-(O)一 1 ， (11) 

which can approximately be written as 

S (0)+意 ’(。)一1 (12) 
If l／M 《 1． 

。)一{ 』 ⋯) 

(9) 

Let us choose M  to make the integral of 

『_f． F tO be of the same order for i，j一 1，2． 

From (13)we have 

l’(0)==O(R )S (0)． (14) 

Since V1 (0)and Vl。(0)are of the same order of 

S．(0)，we obtain ftom (8)，(9)，(1 2)and (14) 

一 ， ⋯  F (0) M  + C
．R。。“ ’ ⋯  

where C1 and C2 are constants of the order 1． 

Eq． (15)is in agreement with the result in 

Eq (25)of Ref．[6]derived with a different ap— 

proach． Authors of Ref．[6] asserted that M 

shoutd be equal to mF． In our opinion，M — mF is 

1ike!y to hold in theories with vector or pseudo—vec— 

tor interactions as a chirality flip along the fermion 

line is required for the F2 term ．However-it m ay 

not be true for seaIar or pseudo scalar lnteraction． 

where a natural guess is M = O(R。。) In case A ， 

m and R_。are of the same order，these two possi— 

bilities coincide and from (1 5)the anomalous mag— 

netic moment of from com positeness at the lead— 

lag order of dis 

一 O【 ml】． (16) 
In case B． F《 R ．from (15)we obtain： 

一 O{ ml j， (17) 
for M —O (R。。)and 

一 O mtmF J， (18) 
for M 一 0( )． 

Therefore， Ⅱ can be suppressed linearly or 

quadratically by O (R 。。)depending on whether mF 

— O (R )or m 《  。and also on different jnternal 

dynamics． 

From the above results，the magnetic moment 

of the bound state is found to approximately be the 

Dirac magnetic moment e／2ml at the zeroth order of 

． ． ． ． ． ． ． ．

。 ．。． ．。 。． ．． ．．． ．．．。 ．。。 。．． ．．

— 
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provided that the charge radius of lepton is sma 

enough． 

3 Radiative Corrections at order 

It is necessary to examine the radiative eorrec 

tions in higher orders of in the composite model 

in view of the agreement between the experimental 

data and the standard model prediction for a up to 

the order 10一 which is of the order(n／ ) ．In this 

section， we wit】consider radiative corrections to 

the anomalous magnetic moment of composite lep— 

ton at the order． 

To 【[1ustrate how the corrections from com— 

pos[teness at the order is suppressed let us con— 

sider first the case A ， F=0 (月 )》  }．For aim— 

plieity we set F B— m in this section．The aim 

pleat diagram at this order is shown as Fig． 2 and 

the corresponding matrix elem ent is given by 

“ ) =
一  fd‘户 {】 一 【 一{ · (({ 

w e n 一 1 # cP
-一  ) " 

：j 妻 二生 ± 
(户I— k)!+ ”z 

(1 9) 

户 = _。
P + 户

一 号， p。．=苦 +号 (2。) 
Firstly，let us consider the contribution of the厂1 term in the B—S wave function (4)．Using both the 

Dirac equation and the symmetry of integrand under permuting Feynman parameters，it is easy to show 

that (1 9)carl be transformed into the same form as Eq． (7)．which is expected from the conservation of 

electric current． 

In calculating the anomalous magnetic moment can be put to zero．The correction to F1(O) from 

Eq．(1 9)is absorbed by the normalization condition Fl(O)=1．W e know by examining Eq．(19)that the 

contribution to F，(0)comes from the term 

(P+号 “ 一号】 ，d‘ c，， ． =。 ((鲁～户j )- 

f．t+．e~tdxtdxe ≤ ． 

From the normaIizatton cond tion (1 2)of e】ectric 

charge and (14)，we have 

S1(O)= 0 (1) (22) 

in the present case M = O(R一 )一 O(，"F)． 

m≥ R 》 ml，so O(m ／m)terms can be ne。 

g reeted．W hen the momentum of the internal preon 

尸／2+ P is in the Euclidean region，the term in the 

square brackets in the denominator of the integrand 

in the second line of(21)is larger thanⅢ ．There 

fore，once the wave function ean be contjnued into 

the Euclidean region，as verified by W ick[ ，the 

contribution of (21) to the anomalous magnetic 

m om ent is 

O( J 。 (23) 

(21) 

The conclusions witl not change when the contribu 

tion from the^ term of the B—S wave function(4) 

Is Included． 

P 

Fig 2 The ‘order diagram 。 the electro—magnetic interac， 

l0n o／"a composite lepton in the composite model of 

[cp LOns． 

Similar analysis Call be carried out for the case 

13" 《 R一 where 1 in the denominator of f21)can 

be neglected．A difference arises if in addition M = 
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O( P)．In that case the(，2／M )。 

and instead of(22)we have 

一 o ㈩ ． 

term  dom inate 

(24) 

The contribution of the月 term can be obtained by 

replacing by(，2／M) P in(21) Using(24)we 

find that the contribution to the anomalous mag 

netic moment of Fig．2 is O (口(em ／2R ))if 2《  

R and M — O(卅 )． 

W hen the “very strong” interaction binding 

preons into a lepton is considered—it wil1 bring cor— 

rections to the electro—magnetic vertex of the 

{ermionie preon． Accordingly， there will appear 

much more complex diagrams． If we assume that 

the constituent fermjon interaCtS Wjth the con 

P 

stituent boson through exchanging bosuns·w get 

diagrams in Fig．3 in lowest orders．Such diagrams 

can be calculated with the spectra representation of 

the B—S wave function． The details of the analysis 

can be found in Ref．E53．From such analysis we 

found that the contribution to F2(0)from any indi— 

vidual diagram ，which contains B—S wave functions 

and additional finite number of propagators of the 

preons or the particles mediating the“very strong” 

interaction．is suppressed by O(a R)or O(a mR ) 

at the order ．However，can the QED result for a 

at the order approximately be obtained in the 

composite model attd how large is the deviation 

ftom the QED resu}t?This question is answered as 

f0【】OWS． 

Fig．3 Some examples of complex diagrams．The dashed line represents the boson which mediates the very strong interac 

tion． 

Adding infinite diagrams，gee will get the pole 

term contribution of the bound state(see Fig．3)． 

The four point Green function in Fig． 4 con— 

tains the pole of the lepton bound state． It was 

shown in (citedh)that this diagram gives the same 

correction as that in QED at the order 口 if 

R一 》 mI． 

Fig 4 The diagram correspolldlng the contribodon of the 

bound state pole term The circles with “丁” and 

“ ”(or“0 ” inside it denote the electro mag- 

netic vertex of the bound state at the】owest order ln 

口when K (or K )一 |2 and the 4 point Green fuDC 

tion respectively．K — P + and K ‘一 ， + in the dl 

agram · 

4 Conelusions and Discussions 

Apparently，the above results may be general 

ized to arbitrary orders in d and we have 

一  s+O( J， (25) 
{orthe case A and 

：n +O( mt)· (26) 

or 一n s +0(m tmF J， (27) 
for the case B． (26)is valid for theories without a 

chiral symmetry and (27)is valid for theories of 

the confining gauge interactions with an approxi- 

mate global chiral symmetry．In Eqs． (25)· (26) 

and (27)we have assumed R一 》 mz，which is nec— 

essary when including the electro—weak corree- 

t ons． 

Simi1ar conclusions can be obtained f the 

scalar preon is charged． In contrast with the non— 
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relativistic loose bound state， the ioagnetic mo 

ment of a re[advistic tight bound state is not of the 

vectorial sum of the magnetic moments of its con— 

stituents． W hen the radius of the bound state js 

sufficiently sm all，the bound state behaves as a 

who re in electro—magnetic fidd，like。 point parG— 

cle does．Although our conclusions are obtained in 

a simple composite model，they depend only on the 

dimension analysis and the analytical property of 

the B—S wave function． So it s expected that the 

conclusions wi1l stand also in other m ore complex 

models． 

It is obvious from Eqs． (25)， (26)and (27) 
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轻子复合模型 中 介子的反常磁矩 

戴 元本 ，黄朝商 ．张爱林 
(中国科学 院理论物理 研究所 ，北京 1 00080) 

摘 要：由 Bethe—Salpeter理论形式和一般 的相对论 变量子场论 出发，用一个简单的复合模型说 

明，实验观察到的 介子反常磁矩对标准模型的偏离可能是轻子 内部的结构效应，并且在不同的 

重组元和 轻组元 的情 况下给 出对轻子 半径 的限制． 

关 键 词 ：复合模 型；轻 子；反常磁 矩 
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